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Abstract

It is important how wireless hosts find other hosts efficiently for load and web service purposes because hosts in an ad-hoc network moves dynamically. This paper proposes a three-tier architecture, which includes content network, social network and service network. It also presents a structure for web and load services in ad-hoc computer networks, which is a new system architecture using SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) and Web 2.0 concepts to implement functions for web and load services. It is a three-tier system structure based on Web service functions to implement services seeking and load distribution. Furthermore, this project would construct a knowledge sharing and learning platform based on the mentioned three-tier architecture. Different communities can provide their services to each other using this new knowledge platform and this forms a “virtual community.” This will leads to the desired accomplishments of “service reusability” and “service innovation” too. In addition, it can also propose the frameworks of new SOA, and evolve in other application in web2.0 style, and further more provides a platform and more resources in order to enhance the interactions between academia and industry.
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1. Introduction

Computer networks can provide parallel computation and services. It is important that hosts find services form other hosts, and send loads to other hosts for some certain function implementation through network transfer. With the increasing popularity of mobile communications and mobile computing, the demand for web and load services grows. When a computer is overloaded or it needs special services from other computers, it may send requests to other computers for web and load services. For example, a computer may need some jobs to be executed with higher quality of services or it needs some jobs to be done with a short period of time that its processor is too slow to perform the jobs; therefore, it may send part those jobs to other computers with higher speeds of processors. Since wireless networks have been wild used in recent years, how a host finds services it needs or how it transfers loads to other nodes has become a very important issue because not all wireless hosts have the ability to manipulate all their loads. For instance, a host with low battery power cannot finish all its jobs on time and should ask other nodes to provide services to finish the jobs, or it should transfer some of them to other hosts.

Before a wireless host transfers its loads to other hosts or asks for load services from other hosts, it has to find available hosts using resource allocation algorithms. There are several resource allocation protocols been developed, for example, IEFT Service Location Protocol (SLP) [8] and Jini [25] software package from Microsystems. However, these protocols address how to find the resources in wired networks, not in wireless networks. Maab [15] develops a location information server for location-aware applications based on the X.500 directory service and the lightweight directory access protocol LDAP [26]; while it does not cover some important issues about the movements of mobile hosts, for example, how to generate a new directory service and how a host gets the new services, when a directory agent moves away its original region. In an Ad-Hoc network, system structure is dynamic and hosts can join or leave any time. Therefore, how to provide load services and how to find available hosts providing load services become importance issues in an Ad-Hoc network system. The goal of this paper
is that users can easily find and share resources based on the concepts of “service reusability” and “service innovation”

Based on the population of Web Services techniques, this paper discusses a new architecture which uses SOA model with Web 2.0 [8, 11] for web services. By using Web 2.0 with SOA, the network resources should be easily found by the hosts which need services. Based on XML, the SOA load service system can be used in any computer system platform [1, 2, 3]. This is a very important characteristic for hosts to share or request services in different systems. With the help of Web 2.0, hosts can find the required services easily from the Internet [4].

Figure 1 shows the basic SOA structure [5, 6, 7], which is built by three major components – the Directory, Service consumer, and Service provider. SQA is operated by the following: The Directory provides a platform for information that a service provider can register in the Directory for providing services; a service consumer can find its desired service it needs in the Directory. Once the Directory finds services that a service consumer needs, it sends a query response back to the service consumer to notify it the result. At this time, the service consumer has the information about the hosts which can provide services; therefore the consumer contacts the service provider directory by sending requests. The service provider now will send responses back to the consumer for the services the consumer needs. This is also called the “invoke” process.
2. System structure

The system structure for the SOA model is illustrated in Figure 2. There are two layers in this structure – the Service Network layer, and the Service Logic layer.

The Service Network layer is the main network that connects to the internet using the regular network protocols. It receives requests from internet and forwards requests to the Service Logic layer in Web Service (WS) object forms. Each WS object is based on the SOA model which can communicate each other in social network way. The Service Logic layer is the main layer that uses WS objects to communicate each other in the sub-network under the Service Network layer. Different WS object has different objectives, for example, some WS objects are used for social network communication, while other WS objects are used for accessing contents in Content Networks. Since they are in SOA form, it is easy for them to find the resources they need for different purposes. Inside the Service Logic layer, there are sub-networks for different purposes and functions. For example, nodes can form social networks; storage devices can also form a content network for data accessing. All these operations are
managed by the WS objects under the SOA model. For the service reusability purpose, most WS objects are generated by the Service Network layer for data and object consistency.

In Figure 2, all the services and requests are in the forms of Web Service objects which are defined and implemented by XML. For users who need services, requests are sent by the users to the Service Network Layer. The Service Network is the gateway for accepting requests and sending back requesting results to the requesters.

All the requests are processed by the Service Logic Layer, which finds the required information and applications for requests. The Content Network is a network which communicates databases. The Social Network contains the relations for social communities. The following procedure illustrates how it works.

1. Users send requests to a Service Network.

2. The Service Network forwards requests to Service Logic Layer via Web service functions.

   In this step, requests are transferred to objects that can communicate with the Service Logic layer.

3. When users send requests, Service Network has the ability to generate the desired WS objects according to the requests forwarded by the Service Network.

4. Service Logic Layer performs the required functions for the requests. It accesses data and information from Content Network using Web service functions. A User can also contact other users using WS objects under the Service Logic Layer.

5. After the Service Logic Layer has the results for the requests, it sends the results back to the Service Network using Web service functions.

6. Service Network then sends the results back to the users who sent initial requests.
There are several advantages with the design structure.

1. With the system structure, users can join the desired networks anywhere once they connect to the Internet.
2. With the characteristics of Web 2.0 with SOA model, users can join the desired networks they need to share or find resources easily they need.
3. Using WS objects for the communication makes it easy for service reusability and service innovation. Users do not need to construct special system or programs for data accessing and analysis.
4. Different Service Networks communicate with each other to find and share available resources.
3. Implementation and Simulation

Based on the structure of SOA model with Web 2.0 application, the system can be built in a three-tier structure. The lowest level is the sub-networks including Content Network, Social Network, which provides resources for data sharing. The middle level is the Service Logic layer, which provides WS objects. The top level is the Service Network layer that accepts requests or sends request results back to the users.

This paper is going to construct a virtual community, and work on a simulation for data generation and analysis. Ten thousands nodes with a thousand Web services will be used in the simulation. The simulation will compare the performance for data sharing and load transferring to the system without using SOA structure.

4. Conclusion

Usually that it is hard to find the required network resources in the Internet for load balance and load service purposes. Because of this, a new structure is proposed for hosts in the computer networks to find the resources for web services. This new structure provides new way that finds resources easily for web services. Especially, when a user needs services which are not very commonly provided in the Internet, with the help of Web 2.0 and SOA, users can find what they need because of the “long tail” property of Web 2.0 and the platform free property of SOA.

This system performance will be evaluated by using a simulation. Usually it is very hard to evaluate the performance for Web 2.0; therefore this project should have great helps in finding the performances for the usage of Web 2.0 and SOA.
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